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Bobcats Oppose Maine Bears
In First Series Clash Saturday
/!(/ Bruce Chandler and John Ehert

Now Is The Time
To Plan For Jobs
Prof. Bartlett warns seniors to
start planning for jobs NOWI1
Seniors should make placement
registrations early, providing necessary photographs and information
for their individual folders.
Stresses Immediate Planning
In an interview with a STUDENT reporter. Prof.
Bartlett
commented that employers may
po.-tponc
employment
if
they
know there is a qualified person
available. He emphasized the fact
that men in the draft age should
apply lor jobs, since some national
firms want to contact promising
people to work now and come hack
alter their stint in the service.
Civil Service Exams
Reminding juniors and seniors
that applications for civil service
examinations must be made by
Nov. 14, the placement director
pointed out that nearly all those
who pass the exams and ensuing
personal interviews are offered employment.
Juniors who are interested in
civil service work may take the
tests this year and may get summer jobs to prepare them lor permanent positions after graduation.
Actuarial Tests
He also noted that anyone who
has had mathematical training and
is considering actuarial work, must
apply soon to take preliminary
actuarial tests. There is a large demand for such works in insurance
companies, and the tests are, in
most cases, required for employment.

Calendar
Wednesday, Oct. 25
Outing Club dinner meeting, 5:45
p.m.
Thursday, Oct. 26
Freshman discussion groups, faculty homes, 7 p.m.
Friday, Oct. 27
Maine rally, Alumni Gym, 8 p.m.
Saturday, Oct 28
Jordan-Ramsdell record dance,
Chase Hall, 8 p.m.

Chapel Schedule
Friday, Oct. 27
A discussion of the United Nations
by Mrs. Aubrey Snow.
Monday, Oct. 30
President Phillips.
Wednesday, Nov. 1
Christian
Association
religious
program.

The Maine State Series, climax of every football season for the
four Maine colleges, gels under way on this Saturday. October 28,
when the battling Bobcats of Bates tangle claws with the Black
Bears of the University of Maine at Orono.
Fresh from a stunning 14-13 upNortheastern, the team
set win over Northeastern ia*t Sat- -against
urday, the Robcats are ready and came out of the game with no ser"rarin' " to go for this one. and ious injuries. In the backficld, the
have every intention of holding only question mark is Nate Boone,
their own all the way against the who was forced to the sidelines for
larger and heavier men from the a major part of the game when an
old injury kicked up. The line, led
north.
Prior to Saturday's victory, the by Captain "Lefty" Faulkner, will
Bates team had suffered defeats at be at full strength, and if it can
the hands of Rhode Island State. hold the running attack and open
University of Mass.. Springfield, up the holes against Maine as it
and Tufts, but Coach "Ducky" did against Northeastern, the game
Pond found the missing link against will be close all the way.
the Huskies and the boys looked Maine Boasts Impressive Eleven
Coach
Dave
Nelson's
Black
highly impressive. Timing and coordination showed an amazing im- Bears come into Saturday's enMAINE STRATEGY — Ducky Pond gives instructions to Jerry provement and the young, predomi- counter boasting an impressive recCondon, Lefty Faulkner and Ralph Perry on the strategy to be nantly sophomore team showed ord. Thus far. their slate has been
used against Maine. These Bobcats will be playing their last State what fight and spirit can do. Last marred only by a 19-0 loss to the
year, a learn composed mainly of crack University of N. H. eleven
Series.
seniors, sloshed through the mud two weeks ago. Wins over Rhode
and rain on Garcclon Field to Island State 13-0. University of
squeeze out a 6-0 victory. This Vermont. 15-7. and Connecticut
year the youngsters take over, and 16-7. have shown the Maine squad
to be powerful both offensively and
they're ready!
Bobcat Squad In Good Condition defensively.
A heavy aggressive line, led
In spile of the rough, and some(Continued on page three)
times dirty, football encountered
MIT President Dr. James R. Killian will deliver the main address
at the special dedicatory convocation at 10 a. m. Nov. 4.
Students are reminded that
Dr. Killiau has been a member of
both Friday, Oct. 27 and MonRobert Cagenello was sworn in the Air Force Advisory committee
day, Oct. 30 are no-cut days
as a member of the Student Coun- on ROTC affairs since 1948 and has
due to the holiday Saturday.
cil last Wednesday, thus filling a received the President's certificate
vacancy made by the departure of of merit. He is a trustee and former
Getting tired of being a folArthur Kocnig for military service. president of the Boston Lying-in
lower?
At the same meeting the Coun- hospital, and former editor of the
The Bates Christian Association
cil accepted John McLaren's bid to
Technology Review.
is giving its seven week course in
supply bus transportation to Orono
The four new campus structures
Five girls were appointed to a leadership
training
Wednesdays
for the Maine game this Saturday.
will he formally dedicated during special Women's Student Govern- from 4 to 5 p.m. in Libby 3.
Round trip tickets will be $.1.00.
the convocation.
ment Association Conference comThe Council appropriated $14.70
Two meetings have been held.
The
reconstruction
of
the
library
mittee at the. Stu-G meeting held
to purchase new letters for seven
Glenn Kumekawa, past president of
includes
a
substantial
increase
in
lasl
Wednesday at the Union.
cheerleaders' sweaters, at the rethe BCA gave the first talk enfloor space, a potential stack capa- They are Joah Holmes. Ruth Fetlquest of Dana Jones.
titled "The entire national set up
city
of
200.000
books,
spacious
readlau, Barbara F.llis. Jane Bower,
Smoking in the new Commons
of
the CA." Dr. Zcrby explained
after meals was discussed and ing rooms, and display cases for and Margaret Fox. This group will the nature and history of the orapecial
collections.
meet with Dean Clark to draw up
Ralph Perry is investigating the
The new Commons, a memorial to sub-committees to execute plans ganization last week.
situation. The Stu-C also named
To help prepare future leaders
Thomas McC.ann advisor tor ral- students and alumni who died in for the spring convention.
World Wars I and II, includes a
Pres. Martha Rayder explained and to acquaint the student with
lies.
William Norris reported that the Bobcat Den snack bar, an enlarged the details underlying the new per the purpose and nature of the
Stu-G has approved the advance of bookstore, storage facilities, a large policy's five points, as outlined in BCA is the two-fold purpose of
the lecture series.
Freshman elections to Nov. 15. He dining room capable of seating all last week's 'STUDENT.
Martha also announced that all
also repeated that the two student Bates men, two smaller private dinA junior CA cabinet, a student
governments would not handle this ing rooms, serving rooms, and freshmen who are going to the sounding board comprised of the
Maine game next Saturday may majority of students who attend
year's charity drives but would kitchen.
The new combined infirmary, be- coeducatc on Saturday morning.
help set up machinery to get the
the training will be e>rganizcd near
gun last spring, was made possible This applies to those students drivdrives under way.
the close of the semester. Memthrough an anonymous donation of ing to Orono "by car as well as
bers of this board will meet once
$50,000. Besides an addition to the those going on the scheduled
or twice a month. Attendants of
old men's infirmary, there has been buses.
last year's course are also eligible.
The STUDENT will hold a sec- general remodeling in the interior.
The board voted to appropriate
George Cory, assisted by Cecily
Hedge laboratory has acquired $7.35 to share the expenses of the
ond instruction meeting for freshmen tonight at 7 p.m. Staff mem- two new floors providing needed cheerleaders' new emblems with Prentiss, is in charge of this program from whose enrollment next
bers interested in reviewing style lauoratory space, a large classroom the Student Council.
rules and headline techniques are and a combination seminar-library
Dcbibbing ceremonies will be year's committees and CA cabinet will elect its nucleus.
room.
invited to attend.
held in Chase Hall on Nov. 9.

MIT Prexy Addresses
Buildings Assembly

Stu-C Admits Cagenello;
Arranges Game Transit

No Cut Days

New Stu-G Committee
Plans For Convention

Student Candidates

Seven Meetings
Ready Hopefuls
For CA Posts
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It Took Four Years To Write UWF Considers World
But The Barlow Genius Did It! Union Without Russia
By Sy Coopersmith
"What are you going to call your new song, Link?"
" 'We Salute the Garnet.' "
"How about a little background as to how you came about writing this song?"
"Well, just how do you think
"Well," • said Lincoln Barlow,
the song should be sung?"
"I've always I>cen writing ordinal
"Inspiration — quick tempo."
songs and I finally decided to
"Do you intend to write anything
write something constructive — in
else before you leave school?"
preference to .studying cultural her,
"I'd like to write something senoops, I mean, uh. yuh."
timental, like a ballad similar to
"How long did it take you to the smoker. I also hope I can get
write this song?"
as much cooperation from the girls
"It look me lour years to get in the future."
around to it, hut I have finally
Usually Jump Numbers
achieved one of my chief ambi"They tell me this song is a little
tions."
olT your regular style."
"How did this song actually conic
"Yes. I usually go in for jump
about?"
numbers, in fact, this is the first
"The sequence of chords came to
school song I've ever written. Most
me in an inspiring moment when I
of my other songs are dance
wa» sitting in the chapel."
tunes."
"Were you satisfied with the
"Is there anything else you
song when it was finished?"
would
like to make known?"
"Yes, hut I didn't think people
"Yes. the words."
would actually take to it. 1 thought
This is the song written by Linit might make a good song to be
coln Barlowe 51, and the girls of
used at a rally, or something like
Hacker House:
that."
"We Salute the Garnet"
Hacker House Supplied Words
We salute the Garnet,
"I understand the girls from
now and ever more.
Hacker House wrote the words."
I',viu
if the chips arc down,
"That's right. Lacking literary
hear the Bobcat roar!
ability I rushed to Hacker House
When the game is over,
in an attempt to utilize my best
then the jubilee—So
connections (literary, of course).
Fight on Bobcat, fight on boys,
With Jane Bower calling signals
fight on to our victory!
the girls of Hacker House worked
Bowdoin is our rival;
like demons to produce the exColby is our foe.
travaganza."
liven mighty U. of Maine
"What do you think of the fuwill stagger 'neath our blow.
ture prospects of this song?"
When the game is over.
"I've already talked to Bob
then the jubilee—So
Cagcnello, and he thinks he can
Fight on Bobcat, fight on boys,
make sonic arrangements to be
tight on to our victory.
used by the hand."

Bates Profs Participate
In Teachers' Convention
The 48th annual meeting of the
Maine Slate Teachers' Convention
will be held in Lcwiston, Oct. 2617. Teachers from the elementary
schools, grammar schools, high
schools, and colleges of Maine
will participate in the two-day
schedule of general and departmental sessions.
Bates Faculty Participates
Speeches will be delivered by
three Bates professors to meetings
of their respective departments:
Miss Giuriceo, "The Influence of
Classical Epic upon Medieval and
Renaissance Epic," Thursday afternoon; Dr. Bortner. "What Should
and Could Local and State Teachers' Associations Do to Improve
the Public Relations of the Teaching Profession?", Friday, 2 p.m.,
at the Lewiston High School; Dr.
McCreary. "The Psychology of
Mental Health," Friday, 2:30 p.m.
Governor Payne Will Speak
There will he two general meetings of the convention, Thursday
morning and Thursday evening, in
the Lewiston Armory. The morning program will include a speech
by President Wood of the Teachers' Association and one by Governor Payne.
Schedule Of Meetings
The schedule of the departmental meetings, most of which are
concerned with subjects taught in
secondary schools, is as follows:
Art, Thursday noon; Audio-Visual
Education, Thursday p.m., Friday
a.m. and p.m.; Classics, Thursday
p.m.; Commercial Branches, Friday
a.m.; Deans of Women and Advis-

ors of Girls, Friday noon; Elementary School Principals. Tnursday
noon;
Elementary
Supervisors,
Thursday noon;
Grammar and
Junior High Schools, Friday a.m.;
Guidance and Counseling, Thursday p.m.; Health, Physical Education, and Recreation Health Education. Driver Education, and Recreation Sections, Thursday p.m.
Men's and Women's Athletic
Sections, Friday a.m.; Home Economics, Friday a.m.; Industrial
Training, Friday a.m.; Mathematics,
Friday a.m.; Mental Hygiene, Friday p.m.; Modern Languages, Friday a in.; Primary Schools and
Kindergartens, Friday a.m.; Public
School Music, Friday a.m.; Rural
Schools, Thursday p.m.; School Librarians, Thursday p.m.; School
Secretaries, Thursday noon; Science, Thursday p.m.; Secondary
School Agriculture, Friday a.m.;
Secondary School Principles, Friday a.m. and p.m.; Social Studies,
Thursday p.m.; Speech, Thursday

p.m.

..RITZ..
Theatre
Wednesday, Thursday
FIGHTING KUNTUCKIAN
BILL OF OLD MEXICO
Friday, Saturday
MRS. MIKE
NAUGHTY NINETIES
Snnday to Tuesday
NANCY GOES TO RIO
NEATH BROOKLYN BRIDGE

Jordan - Ramsdell

The Jordan-Ramsdell Society of
Directors And Bates
hopes for a large turnout at
Backstage Crew its record hop, "The Halloween
Ho-Down" which will be held
Set For Play
from 8-11:30, at Chase Hall. Students are asked to come in Halloween costume. Although
plans
have not yet been formulated, entertainment will also be provided.
Those in charge of arrangements include Howard Cotton,
Thomas Gordon, Dewey Barton,
Dominique
Casavant,
Christina
Nearly all of the 'backstage crew MacGregor, Barbara Schenck. Dorfor the production has been chosen. othy Wood, and Robert Davis.
Prompters will he Irene Lawrence.
Elisabeth Zinck, and Richard Trcnholm. James O'Connell is production manager once again. Stage
managers are
James
Andrews,
chairman,
Robert
Brook*-,
and
Richard llellows.
Carolyn Day and John Wadsworth will be assistant directors of
Tennessee Williams' "The Glass
Menagerie." the Robinson Players
have disclosed. The play will run
the evenings of Nov. 16 and 17,
with a matinee on Nov. 18.

Employees Should
Know The Score

Screen design will be planned by
Jane Seaman; lights, chairman Wiliani Stevens, Larch Foxon, and
Seymour Coopersmith; costumes,
chairman Susan Martin, Ruth Burgess, and Janet Brown; properties.
Robert I.ohfeld. chairman, Cynthia
Parsons, and Jean LcMire.
Elisabeth Zinck and John Rippcy
are co-chairmen of publicity, Florence Dixon heads the make-up committee, and Robert Cagenello and
Joseph McBrine will handle sound
effects.

Myhrman Speaker At
Alumni Teacher Dinner
Maine teachers who are Bates
College alumni will hold a dinner
meeting at the new Men's Memorial Commons, Friday at 6 p.m. The
alumni meeting is scheduled during the annual Maine Teachers'
Convention, held this year in Lcwiston.
Philip Annas '25, of Gardiner,
deputy commissioner of education
for Maine, will preside at the dinner meeting. Featured speaker foi
the evening will be Dr. Anders
Myhrman. head of the Social
Science Group.
Other guests include Dr. Charles
Phillips. Dean Rowe and Robert
Jones, alumni secretary.
Invitations have been sent to
266 Bates teachers in the Maine
secondary school system.

Senior Data Notice
The Mirror staff is making
its last urgent request that all
seniors who have not yet
turned in their data sheets get
them into the proper hands
right away. They may be given
to
Betty
Dagdigian,
Lissa
Meigs, or John Kleszy.

Each employee knows what he
is expected to do in a well-organized business, declared Dr. Donald
Beckley of the Simmons College
Prince School of Retailing at the
Tuesday evening session of the
Small Businessman's Conference at
Bates College.
In his talk on "Personal Organization and Sales Training for the
Small Business," Dr. Beckley stated, "Also, the proprietor or executives of a well-organized business
control the business through intelligent division of authority and
thus have time for planning the
broader policies.
In
this
way
trouble spots can be quickly located and responsibility fixed."
The speaker named inadequate
supervision of employees, insufficient knowledge as to individual
tasks, and inability to trace errors
in performance as marks of poor
organization.
He mentioned four questions
which a small businessman should
ask himself, "One. what kind of a
business do I have? Two. what is
wrong with the present performance of my sales employees? Third,
what kind of training am I providing now? Four, what are comparable businesses doing about sales
training?"
On Oct. 26 the sixth session of
the conference will feature Richard
Hill, loan officer of the First National Bank of Boston, who will
speak to the enrolled businessmen
on "Finding the Money."
This Small Businessman's Conference is the first in New England
and the fifth in the nation. It is
sponsored jointly by Bates College
and the Lewiston and Auburn
Chambers of Commerce. About 300
local businessmen have been attending the sessions which include
lectures by outstanding authorities
on phases of small business management and an open question and
answer period following.

"What if Russia rejects a proposal to amend the Charter?"
The General Assembly of the
United World Federalists is seriously considering establishing a
less
than
universal
federation
should this occur, according to
Richard Trendholm who attended
a conference on the subject.
This decision was adopted after
a two-day debate in Washington,
D. C. Oct. 12-15, on whether Russia should be allowed to hold up
Charter revision and continue the
policy of universalism as suggested by Raymond G. Swing.
Asks Support Of UN
The Assembly first unanimously
passed a resolution supporting the
UN and asked member nations to
give it stronger powers to enforce
law on the world level.
The structure of the student division was changed to bring about
a closer working relationship with
the adult group in its financial
drives and political action.
Contributes Life
The seriousness of the convention
was indicated by the generous contributions
solicited
approaching
$100,000. A Western delegate, financially embarassed, donated the
rest of his life to the goal of making world government a living reality.
Justice
Douglas,
Norman
Cousins, Edgar Mowrer, and Rex
Stout spoke at a concluding banquet to an audience including Alexander, under-secretary of the army,
and Senator Tom Connolly.

Prexy Hits At
Deficit Budget
Inflation cannot be avoided by
wage and price fixing alone, but
will also require an end to deficit
financing and higher taxes, said Dr.
Charles E. Phillips last Wednesday evening. He spoke at the annual banquet for the officers and
directors of member banks of the
Baystate Corporation.
Power Over Wages And Prices
"A few weeks ago," said Dr.
Phillips. "Congress passed a bill
which gives the president broad
powers over wages and prices. Congress has also taken steps to increase taxes both on individuals
and on corporations.
"These two steps have led many
congressmen to boast that they
have made a sincere effort to check
inflation. The consumer knows,
however, that inflation is still with
us since everything he buys is
more costly than it was a few
weeks ago. Therefore, the public
wants to know what more needs to
be done if we are to check inflation," he continued.
Drawing on our experience dur(Continued on page five)

THEATRES
EMPIRE
Wed., Thurs., Fri., Sat.
Oct. 25, 26, 27, 28
BORN TO BE BAD
with
Joan Fontaine
Sun., Mon., Tues.
Oct. 29, 30, 31
Abbott and Costello
in
THE FOREIGN LEGION

STRAND

AUBURN

Thurs. - Fri. - Sat.
Wed., Thurs., Oct. 25, 26
SIERRA
Oct. 26 - 27 - 28
Audie Murphy, Wanda Hendrix
THE
LAWLESS
HOLIDAY RHYTHM
- starring Mary Beth Hughes
Macdonald Carey and Gail Russell
Fri., Sat., Oct. 27, 28
RUSTLERS ON HORSE BACK Fri. - Sat., Five Acts Vaudeville
Rocky Lane
Sun. - Mon. - Tues. - Wed.
FORTUNES OF CAPT. BLOOD
Louis Hayward
Oct. 29-30-31, Nov. 1
Sun., Mon., Tues., Oct. 29, 30, 31 KISS TOMORROW GOODBYE
YOUNG LOVERS
- starring Sally Forrest
James Cagney
711 OCEAN DRIVE
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OC Plans Climb
For This Sunday

which the club invites all students
to attend movies in the Little
Theatre at 8 p.m The color films
include skiing and mountain climbA second mountain climb, spon- ing, and slides will be siiown of
■ored by the Bales Outing Club and the Appalachian Trail.
under the direction of Christina
Macgrcgor and Lee Rlaeknion. is
planned for Sunday, Oct. 29, to
(Continued from page one)
Chorortiwa Mountain. New Hamp- by Victor and Hamilton, plows
shire.
the way for a flashy running
Sign-ups will be held in the Den combo composed of Dick Largay.
Monday and Tuesday, 8:30-9.30 Hal Marden, Doc Hersom, and Joe
p.m. The cost will be $1.25, lunch Alex. Marden, a deadly accurate
included. Buses will leave Rand al passer, must 'be stopped if the Bob8 a.m. and return before supper, cats are to keep the game out of
Also on the Outing Club agenda their own territory. Russ Noyes,
is a special dinner meeting for the rated among the top punters in the
council and board members, after nation last year, takes over when

State Series

the Bears arc caught deep in their
own territory, and his long spiraling punts spell trouble for any
team. Maine is big. It's tough and
good, and ft knows it. It's very confident, and this same confidence
which led to its downfall last year,
could easily be a great help to the
Bobcats once again.
Bobcats Primed For Bears
With a record of 3-1 against
the Bates record of 1-4, Maine
will be a heavy favorite to
swamp die Bobcats. Bates will be
outweighed and outmanned, hut it
will not be outfought. The boys
are up for this one. Last week they
ale Huskie meat. Next on the
menu - Bear meat?

THREE

^75"

Sophs Pep Up Campus
For Northeastern Game
Varsity Debate
Squad Numbers
Twen ty- Three
Tryouts for the varsity
scpiad were
and 17.

held

on

debate

Oct.

16

The following 23 upperclassmen
were selected for the squad: Max
Bell, Jr.. Herbert Bergdahl. William Dill, Arthur Knoll. Richard
Nair, Robert Patterson, Donald A.
Peck, Rae Stillman, Doris Hardy.
David Moore, John Moore. Stanley
1 attcrson, Richard Breault. Murray
Bolduc,
Beverly
Bragdon.
Warren Carroll. Marie Gcrrish, Eugene Gilmartin, Alan Hakes, Donald B. Peck, Robert Rubenstein,
Ellen Wein, and Russell Young.

Chaffee Heads
Phi Sigma Iota;
Club Admits Six
Norma Chaffee was elected president and Marguerite Boeck secretary of the Phi Sigma Iota at its
first meeting Friday in the home of
Professor Seward

Sophomores, under the direction"
(if CO-chairmen Aphrodite Doukas,
Kenneth Griswold and Class President Robert Lennon, staged a pep
rally for the Northeastern game in
the Alumni gymnasium
Friday
from 8 to 8:30 p.m. The rally followed a parade through neighboring streets led by the band and
cheerleaders.
Cheerleaders
Lucille
Higgins,
Elaine Johnson, Marilyn Shaylor,
and Dorothy Wood set the atmosphere with a skit called the
"Snooty Stovepipe Trio accompanied by Smutty Shaylor." followed
by a pep talk by Aphrodite. Hazel
Boyd and Cornelius Alexander officiated as doctors in a short skit
involving Robert Hildreth as patient and F.mmett Morton as presiding nurse.
The audience was also treated to
several cheers by the sqaud, a skit
featuring Cordon Hall as Doctor
Crowlcy and Barbara Koch, Barbara Maries, Dorothy Young, and
Gloria Buhl as Northeastern Huskies, and a song by Lincoln Barlow
sung by Freshmen David Dick,
Frederick Horovitz. and Joseph
Klein.
Assistant Coach Henry Elcspuru
concluded the rally with a view of
the team's potentialities and a salute to their spirit.

Staff Appointment

Anza Blaisdell has been named
The organization is an honorary to the STUDENT staff as assistromance language society which ant
managing
editor,
Charles
meets once .a month.
Clark, editor-in-chief announced toTwo new members of the facul- day.
ty and four students majoring in
Anza. a junior, lift Bates at the
romance languages were added to end of her freshman year when she
the society. The faculty members was an associate news editor to atare Mis.~ Avcry and Mr. Harold tend the University of Southern
Smith. The student additions are California. There she majored in
Martha
Rayder, Joan
Huston. journalism and was a member of
Anna Sparta, and John Blake.
the staff of "the Southern California
This year's program will include Daily Trojan.
She returned here this fail.
the >;udy of contemporary literaAnza is an English major.
ture.

Attention!
Bates Students

EAT AT

—SHOES—
FOR EVERY OCCASION
SPORT AND DRLSS

FRANGEDAKIS'
MODERN

CANCELLATION
SHOE STORE

RESTAURANT

36 COURT ST., AUBURN
"ur fine-feathered friend isn't being "taken-in"
by all those tricky cigarette tests you hear so much about! A fast puff of
this brand—a sniff of that. A quick inhale —a fast exhale—and you're
supposed to know all about cigarettes. No! You don't have to rely on quick-

R. W. CLARK CO.
DRUGS

CHEMICALS

^{p440&*>ir

BIOLOGICALS

tricks. The sensible way to test a cigarette is to smoke
pack after pack, day after day. That's the test
Camel asks you to make... the 30-Day Mildness Test.
Smoke Camels —and only Camels—for 30 days. Let your

/^^5\
'fl^fo&j

4 Registered Pharmacists
Tel. 2-7351

Main St. at Bates St.
Tel. 3-0031

79 Lisbon St.

Lewiston

own "T-Zone" (T for Throat, T for Taste) be your
proving ground. And when you've tried Camels as a
steady smoke, you'll knew why...

AFTER THE DAY AT MT. CHURCORCWA

EAT AT

More People Smoke Camels

COOPERS

than any other cigarette!
SABATTUS STREET - NEAR CAMPUS AVENUE

'1

.

(
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Editorials
The New Pers

Sampsonville Scene A STUDENT Candidate

Has Dreams Of Glory

Have you noticed all the wives
pitching in and helping the family
By Marc Brownstein
Emphatic congratulations and thanks are due Dean Clark, Mrs. budget stretch by working? Ginger
dorm, much to the amusement of
Singer, Mrs. Miller, Mrs. Mclntyre, Mrs. Bisbee, and the Student and Ruth are at the Small Business
A member of the newspaper staff, those passing by.)
Government committee responsible for the new women's permission Men's Conference; Audrev and honor, prestige, gentleman!
Moment Of Panic
policy.
Aggie at the Bookstore: Doris Col- The Hopeful Candidate
Suddenly, a voice instructs the
Last week's action approving one 1 o'clock standing permission by and Ginger mind other famiSuch were the thoughts of the candidate that he should make notes
per month and an additional 11 o'clock permission per week lor lies' children
during the day;
of the meeting in order to write
juniors plus giving the proctors some opportunity for delegation of Elaine works down at Murphy's hopeful candidate for the STUsome sort of report about it. This
responsibility was a big step forward in recognizing the students as and also runs a Better Homes Club DENT as he timidly, but with an
set off a chain of reactions in the
adult individuals capable of watching out for themselves to some agency: Lee is selling Avon prodair of preconceived dignity, strode candidate. He could not seem to loextent.
ucts. Other wives are doing various off to the newspaper meeting on cate his pencil at once. Then the
The Way It Came About
jobs to supplement the meager $120
Monday night, October second. He search ended in the innermost reWe're just as happy, if not happier, over the way the new policy we make. Nearly all of the "strong
cesses of his pocket.
wanted to meet the distinguished
came about as we are about the action itself. The initiative was sex" are helping too — everything
Next he realized that he had no
taken by the Student Government. A committee was appointed from apple picking to bus drivng. men and women of the periodical, paper. (At that moment it was
to face the minds of literary genius, worth its weight in gold to him!)
which carefully drafted a list of reasonable, mature proposals. The Two Casualties
The "old men" limping around to become one of them! Thus However, in the ntck of time, an
proposals were taken to the dean of women and house mothers,
who approved them with certain reservations. These reservations campus got that way from their hopped, skipped and jumped the offering hand came out of nowhere
were entirely within reason and did not detract in the least from last intramural game, which saw
thoughts of the candidate in this with paper.
most of us with a number ot
the intent of the recommendations.
New Deity
bruises the next day, but the only almost awe inspired vein.
A Splendid Example
Following these reactions, the
real casualties were Don. who Bewitched, Bothered and
Then the whole thing, amendments and all, came back to the hurt bis "good" throwing arm and
Copy Editor was introduced in the
Bewildered
Stu-G for the final okay — a splendid example of democratic Bill, who lost a toenail.
back of the room and the candiAt last the door of the Publishstudent government in cooperation with the proper administrative
If Norm Ross is looking for a ing Association is ahead! Should date cramped his neck to view this
authorities in action. And it was all free from unnecessary bicker- couple of cheap painters he should
new deity. What drama, he specuhe enter with humbleness, or with
ing and quibbling over minor points.
hire Billy and Kathy — at the an air of onmipotentcy? As this lated, a light there among the
The Student Government was reasonable in its requests and the minimum wage, of course. You
masses. This editor in turn gave a
authorities in charge did not adopt a stand-pat attitude for fear of should see the job they did on the thought turned in his mind, he en- run down of his staff and spoke
tered in reality "bewitched, bothletting down barriers.
about the work of making up a
playpen fence with stove black. It ered and bewildered."
We hope this is not the end of progressive action on the Bates all didn't get on the fence, either,
paper.
Upon entering, the candidate,
campus, and we also hope that it will all come about in much the did it, "Gin" and "A"
eyes popping, observed the crowd- A Resolution
same way.
Bubble Gum Experts
Alter this talk, it was mentioned
ed room. (A bit disappointed that
Looks like George and Bill are
tiie Editor did not personally greet by one of the staff that the paper
about to challenge Mr. Fairfield and
him with open arms.) He sought expects its assignments to be ready
Mr
Miller at horseshoes; they
out a chair and importantly lit a on time. The statement set the canThat's all we needed. See you at Orono Saturday!
have been practicing till dark
Chesterfield, as
he
impatiently didate's mind in motion. If I were
these past few nights. They (Bill
awaited the commencement of the on the staff I would be right on the
and
George)
are
unchallenged
button, punctual, an ace reporter, he
meeting.
champions in the art of blowing
mused. After he had assured himbubbles. The "popping" is from the Meeting The Editors
self of this, he turned his attention
cartons of bubble gum they get
Then, after what seemed eternity, to one of the Sports Editors, who
the Editor was introduced, and he had just risen to say a few words
as they are an integral part of cam- from Ernie at a discount.
To the editor of the STUDENT:
Aggie Stephanian and Maggie in turn introduced the News Edipus
life.
Neither
is
it
the
fault
of
about his department.
A oroblein has been brought to
Inman are taking dancing lessons tor.
Immediately
the candidate
my attention that I feel needs to be the male side of campus. I don't
— ballet and tap. Lee Mills is about viewed the physical make up of Dreams Of Glory
brought out into the open, I'm no think that any individual group can
to join them this week. Has it been this editor. He pictured himself
Finally, the beginning of a new
authority on the subject of prob- be to blame. Does the fault lie with
decided where the shoes and taps with the same hair comb, the same hour terminated the meeting, and
the
stags
themselves?
Perhaps
partlems and their solutions, but I
are coming from, girls?
way of 'wearing his shirt collars in t h e candidate, still "bewitched,
would like to see steps taken to- ly so.
Cold Ride To Church
that "newsy" angle, and even the bothered, and bewildered," left the
wards a solution to the social situaMiss Schaeffer told her speech
Does the Thurber's "put-put" same way of clearing his throat. Publishing Association with dreams
tion here a.t Bates.
class last year that a big fault lay
have a heater? They looked cold (He practiced this on the way to his of glory on the wings of newsprint.
I have heard tell of several Bate with some of the girls themselves.
heading for church Sunday. Fred,
coeds that are unhappy here and In certain respects I agreed with
Bill and Charlie had their "free enwant to transfer to some other col- her when she said that a lot of girls
terprise" venture stifled after a run
lege where the social situation is today feel that when they go to a
of three nights.
such that they can at least have a stag dance or dance stag, the proper
Mr. Sampson says that the new
few dates during the course of the thing is to get a fellow and hang on
incinerator will cost $100. We all
year. For these girls and perhaps to him. (Many girls feel their pride
(Founded in 1873)
think it a worthwhile investment
others it seems that girls who are hurt if someone they know sees
since it will keep our kids from
not going steady have to amuse them leave a dance, or for that matEDITORIAL STAFF
being burned. The old one was
themselves weekends, while the ter — almost any social event, withEDITOR-IN-CHIEF
emptied this past week — hurrah.
eligible Batesmen content them- out a male escort. Though some
Charles Clark '51
selves with town girls or entertain fellows like to pick up girls at a
MANAGING EDITOR
SENIOR EDITOR
themselves at Saturday night par- dance, there are many more who do .Saturday night dances have become
Betty Dagdigian '51
Richard Nair '51
tics or in the pool room at Chase. not — but merely want to dance the center of social activity, my ASSISTANT MANAGING EDITOR
Anne Blaisdell '52
suggestions
center
around
that
in
I'd i'cry much like to see any with a lot of the girls.) As soon as
NEWS EDITOR
Edmund Bashista *51
girls who "want out" from Bates, they feel that the girl is "hanging particular:
COPY EDITOR
Jean MacKinnon '52
1. That emphasis be placed on
dissuaded and shown that Bates is on" and that they're stuck with her
FEATURE EDITOR
Jean Johnson '51
not iu't a Match Factory, but pro- for the night, then that's the last STAGS on posters advertising soSPORTS EDITORS
vides everyone with a well-rounded 'hey want to see of her, and de- cial events.
Joel Price 'SI
Robert Purinton '51
2. That they have regular sets at
social program. No doubt the idea velop ill-feeling towards stag afMAKE-UP EDITOR
Joan McCurdy *51
record-music dances to provide
of transferring has been expressed fairs.
ASSISTANT MAKE-UP EDITOR
Kathleen Kirschbaum '53
regular
breaks
to
give
opportunity
in the past. However, whether or
Girls who go to the Bates social
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITORS
not this is just a common ordinary functions, whether it is a dance or to change dances.
Raymond Sennett '51, Carolyn Wells '51, Richard Goldman '52, Ruth
3.
That
the
Chase
Hall
Dance
gripe or what, it does stand to rea- not, should make it easy for the
Russell '52, Warren Carroll '53, Seymour Coopersmith '53, John Rippey
son that such dissatisfaction exists. person whom she's
with to Committee get together with the '53, Barbara Wallace '53
Stu-C
and
using
the
rotation
sysSTAFF PHOTOGRAPHER
Robert Hayes '51
thank her, leave, and go with someWhat Are The Reasons?
tem, ^appoint one dorm a week as STAFF CARTOONIST
James Leamon 53
What are the reasons for this at- one else. This should be a must at a
being responsible for that week's
STAFF REPORTERS
titude? Is our campus in a conflict dance. Girl stags are not the o.ily
Chase dance. New records from the Ralph Cate '51, Alan Dunham 'S\, Arthur Hutchinson '51, Melissa Meigs
of couples versus stags? May lie. ones at fault either. Males have an
dorm, a short skit, or maybe even '51, Jane Seamon '51. Pete Carsley '52, Sally Haynes '52, Nancy
Blue slip (All-College) social func- affinity for standing around at a
decorations would liven things up. Kosinski '52, Wilma Layng '52, Mary Edge Leckemby '52, Ruth Parr
tions should not be held because of dance waiting for the "campus
4. That an announcement be made '52, Caroline Rothstein '52, Edwin Swain '52, Carol Anderson '53, Bruce
Chandler '53, Molly Cntts '53 John Ebert '53, Alan Hakes '53. Irene
the couples, but IN SPITE OF sweetheart" or "beauty queen ot
after
each set for all STAGS to Lawrence '53, John McDuffie '53, Cynthia Parsons '53
THEM. Stags should feel that these them all** to show up. There is
change dances, girls' choice, etc.
social functions are for them as well. nothing quite so disheartening to
BUSINESS STAFF
There is no reason for anyone to
the
not-so-bcautiful
girl
in
the
corBUSINESS MANAGER
Apparently this is not the case as
feel left out of college life just beConstance Moulton '52
may be observed at any of the ner that hasn't had a dance all evecause they're not going steady.
CIRCULATION MANAGER
ADVERTISING MANAGERS
ning.
Chase Hall dances.
I sincerely hope that my soundRobert Davis '51
Nancy Carcom '52, Robert Atkins '53
I use this as an example because A Few Suggestions
ing off will start something.
ADVERTISING STAFF
it jeems to be the center of weekend
Now I don't say that these things
Pete Whitaker.
Margery Schumacher '52, Alice Huntington '53, Cynthia Parsons '53
social activities (especially now with I've pointed out are the reasons for
CIRCULATION STAFF
The editors of the STUthe Den). At the first few dances dissatisfaction of the social proRobert Dean '51, Harvey Goddard '51. Richard Westphal '51, Fred
DENT understand and apprethere are plentiful stags, but as the gram, but I do think that it is- quite
Mansfield '52, Jack Manter '52, Richard Packard '52, James Moody '53
ciate the problem Mr. Whityear wears on they drop off until obvious that they contribute to it.
aker has presented. They do,
Published weekly at Chase Hall, Bates College, during the college year.
by Christmas vacation stags are As I said before, I have no soluTelephone 4-8621 (Sundays only). Printed by (he Auburn Free Press,
however, feel that the present
unknown — a non-existent thing at tion to this problem, but I do have
99 Main Street, Auburn. Entered as second-class matter at the Lewis-ton
Chase Hall committee is far
a few suggestions that may lead to
these dances.
Post Office Jan. 30, 1913, under the act of March 3. 1879. A member of
(Continued on page eight)
You can't condemn the couples a solution. Since Chase Hall and its
the Associated Collegiate Press.
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Letter To The Editor

Pete Whitaker Sounds Off
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Student Answers Probe
Why She Left The West'

FlVJ

New Hedge Lab Nears
Completion In March

"Tomorrow and tomorrow creeps
in this petty space from day to day"
or else my gossip mongrels just
By Anza Blaisdell
green pines are masqueraded in aren't talking this week.
By Louis Rose
I am sitting on a cigarette dis- white, blue, and pink paint to be
year's notice needed for the deliv'Course 1 o'clock pers have
poser disposing of a cup of coffee used as supposed symbols of ChristIn keeping with its stepped-up ery of the costly laboratory benches,
been mentioned, but that didn't
and reminiscing of a year well lived mas time. Yes, it is a city with vast
policy of campus improvement, the two laboratories might not be
seem to create much excitement.
— well, lived anyway. Suddenly the opportunities for diversion and yet
Bates College expects the comple- available until this coming March.
A little blaze occurred at Chase,
door sweeps open. The library crew for exclusion.
tion of the new wing of Hedge Lab- Aid For Chemists' Beauty
but Mr. Sampson came to the resis loose, and I 'become a coffee auto- Passes Before Classes
One, or the greatest addition to
oratory to take place sometime this
cue
with a bottle of milk from the
mat.
Hedge Laboratory, from a female's
coming
March.
The
original
buildPerhaps it was the unconscious snack bar — a rather round about
ing was erected in 1890 and in 1926 standpoint, might well prove to be
The next time I open my eyes loneliness — the feeling of being a way to heat milk.
a portion of the first wing, designed the new ladies' powder or social
the only remnants of the once full visitor while attending classes, wild
chit-chat room.
By the way 'tis suggested that the by Dr. Lawrence, was added.
coffee containers is a steady dribble fraternity parties, and beach excurcampus adolescents cease playing
All of the rooms will feature
along the counter, and some reptil- sions.
Thus it remained until the past
hid-e-coats
with
said
gentleman
fluorescent
lighting, and the buildian character is fiendishly ordering
year, when due to the generous conStudent participation in activities
more.
is formed from fraternity and soror- and go back to playing water tributions from Bates Alumni and ing will be kept comfortably warm
Mechanically I drop a nickel here, ity members practically exclusively. squirt with their coffee spoons. He's triends and in part to the Kresge by use of automatic steam heat.
a coke there, and a iglass on the This comprises about seven per cent having problems enuf moving fella's Foundation, it became possible to New stairways and fire-escapes will
proceed with the needed alterations lessen the danger of fire.
floor. Faintly I hear a yell in the of the enrollment. Yet though I coats once from the Commons.
on
Hedge Laboratory. The designs Cost Five Times Original Bill
din.
I understand Mr. Sampson is
missed the friendly comradie, I had
An interesting note on the in"Why did you ever leave Califor- no desire to be tagged by a sorority
also advocating blood tests for and planning of the present laboracreased
price index, may be seen
tory,
fel!
to
Dr.
Mabee.
Dr.
nia?" This being the 478th time I've name.
the follows — "for various reawhen one realizes that While the
Thomas, and Dr. Lawrence.
sons".
been greeted with those very same
Classes seldom comprise more
total cost of the original building
words and having offered 477 dif- than 30 students except in core
Attention
Saturday
scholars! Many New Rooms
was about twenty thousand dollars,
ferent answers, I pause. Perhaps it's courses.
The new wing of Hedge LaboraWith heartfelt sympathy 'tis my
time to analyze it.
Objective tests were the rule ex- duty to give you the mournful tid- tory will contain a laboratory for the present modernization of Hedge
Lab jratory will cost approximately
Yes, why? Was it because I cept in English courses. Term pa- ings that the administration is de- Physical and Quantitative Chem- one hundred thousand dollars.
couldn't take being a little fish in pers were practically nonexistent.
priving you of Saturday classes for istry. Thsre is also to be a classNo, the life of a university stu- three solid weeks. You 'have my room, a seminar room, and a dea 'big pond?
With an enrollment of 16,000, one dent did not consist of arduous sincere sympathy in your bereave- partmental library housed in the Prexy Hits
new addition. The seminar and liis fortunate in recognizing five pass- book learning. Their idea of pro- ment.
(Continued from page two)
brary will be finished in pastel green ing World War II, Dr. Phillips
ing acquaintances in a day of gressive education consisted of afBut
be
of
good
cheer
—
with
all
and the classroom, constructed with pointed out that any attempt to
classes. And yet that very factor of ternoons of basking in the waves,
the cataclysmic changes of the week
anonymity has a charm. It is easier weekend trips skiing on Big Bear, including three weekly ll's and new soundproof walls and ceiling, will hold down prices is doomed to
failure so long as the government
to be exclusive should a philosoph- an excursion to Palm Springs, or desks in the STUDENT office there feature a light cream color.
Among all these welcomed inno- engages in deficit spending. "Time
ical gem need pondering. A cut perhaps a quick flight to Las Vegas. is a basic tradition which shalt
vations, comes one with sad under- after time from 1942 to 1945," he
book need not be scrutinized at fre- The Money Wasn't Funny
never change — penmanship exerquent intervals, and one's inward
Yet, the calibre of the professors cises are still offered thrice a se- tone. A new room for alcohol stor- said, "government officials had to
resources, of necessity, become less was unusual. It being a private in- mester — a little lecture variety age, as required by federal iaw, will raise price ceilings because of presnot afford easy access to the upper- sure from the increasing supply of
impoverished.
stitution, each unit of a course cost which is elective of course.
classmen.
In the old building, a money which resulted from govprecisely $16 which analyzed into $1
Diversions And Excursions
Orchids to Maestro Lincoln room formerly used as a library, has ernment expenditures in excess of
a
lecture.
All
meals
were
purchased
The scholar at the University of
for his splendiferous job — been reconverted into staff offices government income.
Southern California needs little im- at restaurants or at campus cafeCheney house also offers poten- and a preparation room for specia'
"It is clear, therefore," he conterias.
agination for his rationalizations.
tial lyric composers. Their latest
solutions. (Chemical ones?)
cluded, "that if congress and the
Dorms
housed
from
50-100
stuBob Hope, Doris Day, and various
is a feminine component to the
president wish to check inflation,
Labs Available In March
movie idols are frequent guest ar- dents. The new girls' dorm comBates Smoker:
A classroom in the northwest end they should immediately stop all
pleted
this
summer
has
individual
tists at the university theatre.
lelephones, floor bendixes, and "Of times at night as I light my of Hedge Laboratory will be used non-essential spending. So far,
Expensive Hollywood, the ul- seems to typify the home of a counas a laboratory for advanced chem- both congress and the president
pipe
tramodern mansions of the movie try club bum.
istry work. Although the alterations have refused to take this necessary
I ponder why I came to Bates.
artists, the swank night club disPartly because of the large num- In my reminisces I recall those are being rushed to completion, it step. Until it is taken, prices will
trict are all available. Yes, I was ber of middle aged scholars and
appears that because of a required continue their upward course."
kisses
in the heart of Los Angeles with its day students campus functions re- That I used to have on dates.
neon lighted churches, open air ceive little support. Only at the And I sadly fear as I chug-a-lug
markets selling everything from football games to root for the Tromy beer
soup to nuts, with its streets jam- ■ans, nicknamed for Ancient Greece, That I'm here for the rest of my
med with flashy multi-colored con- does the student body turn out "en
life.
vertibles glinting in ^Jie sun.
masse" decked in scarlet and gold And it's really too 'bad and exI was an inhabitant of the inap- beanies and flourishing bonbons.
tremely sad
propriately dubbed "sunshine state"
The card sections, a brilliant tech- As I'd make such a wonderful
where at night the fog is so thick nicolor display of portraitures, the
wife!"
that even the searchlight play is band performances, and the enthuCongrats to Dana Jones and Jack
scarcely visible and the days of siastic cheering are ■the' only tangi- and Whit — more of these sudden
smog so acrid that the laboratory ble signs of real school spirit.
engagements. Love must he grand
specialists have found no satisfac- To Work — Soda Jerk
— yes
tory cure.
"There's nothing so beautiful
And why did I leave this state of
as a bride —
It is a city where the meaningful
If you're not standing by her
traditions are passe, where Christ- thrills and opportunities? Perhaps
side" — Halliburton again.
mas is merely an excuse for night because it symbolizes the insecurThis week there's no mistake — I
club revelry, and the refreshingly ity, the cryii>g need for practicality
can't be
Miss Judged

Fountain
Specials

THE

In Cool, Air Conditioned,
Pleasant Surroundings

NICHOLS
TEA ROOM
162 Lisbon St.
Lewiston, Me.
Tel. 2-6422

U^FLOWERS
By Wire

FLOWER SHOP
195 Lisbon Si

TERMINAL
BARBER SHOP
The Best Haircut
In Town
218 Main Street, Lewiston

in the world. Perhaps because with
all its brilliance and fascination it is
not a seaport to come home to.
Perhaps I wanted the friendliness
and sympathy that sharing a common purpose gives.
Have f answered vour question
little boy' But now I must return
from these faraway places. There is
a long line of hungry students beiore me and still there is no coffee.

REMEMBRANCE GIFTS

WHY NOT BRING BACK TO YOUR DORM SOME

DRY CLEANSING

For Your Friends and

of

SERVICE

Classmates

Glenzvood Bakery's

Bisaillon's
Music Store
RECORDS
RADIO
SHEET MUSIC
85 Lisbon St
Phone 2-2901

PEACHY PARCELS OF POTENT PASTRY
PIES PARTICULARLY PLEASING
POPOVER - PATRONS, NOW?
10 PARK STREET - RIGHT OFF MAIN STREET
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CLEANSERS A FURRIERS
Agent
Dorothy Fryer
Rand Hall

Call ft Del.
Tel
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JB, Bardwell
Assume Touch
Football Leads

Bobkittens Smash CCI
32-7, For Initial Win

By Al Dunham

Scoring at least once in every 78 yard march. Arnold's conversion
Intra- period and twice in the second, the split the uprights to raise the total
mural Touch Football play swings Bates freshmen registered an easy to 26-0. The fourth period found
into its third week, and it finds the 32-7 victory over a weak Coburn the Bobkittens taking to the air
Bardwell
Bachelors
eightsome Classical Institute team on Garce- following a short Coburn punt, to
leading league No. 1 with two wins lon field last Friday afternoon.
move from their opponent's 37
The

By Joel Price
Commentator Gabriel Heater has
been heard to say in his oft-imitated manner, "Ah yes, there's
good news tonight!" Such was
certainly the sentiment on the
Bates campus last weekend as the
plucky Bobcats rose up and dealt
a stunning coup de grace to the
football stock of Northeastern University in an encounter very much
similar to last year's Tufts tilt. For
it was a year ago that Tufts invaded Garcelon riding high atop
the crest of an undefeated season
snd fully expecting to maxe the
then winless Bobcats just another
easy victim. But few can forget
how the Garnet jolted Tufts from
the realm of sensibility, 12-7, in a
contest featured by an electrifying
V0 yard touchdown jaunt by Walker Heap in the final seconds of the
initial half.
Saturday, Northeastern left Bates
feeling just as did Tufts in 1948.
"Losing to a tiny school out in the
Maine woods, how do you figure
that?" Maybe now Northeastern
realizes that there's a little more to
Bates outside of just being a tiny
school. Maybe it recognizes the
fact that seasonal records aren't
worth a lead nickel. Maybe dapper
Johnny Robinson and the Lewiston
Daily Sun would do well to look
over some of the remarks they
made preceding the game such as
that it would be a good idea if the
Northeastern - Bates game
was
played in the morning so everyone
could take in the Lewiston-Cony
affair and also that the size of the
Northeastern score would depend
upon the disposition of the Huskie
coach. I guess Joe Zabilski must
have purposely come up here with
a bad disposition.
Against the Huskies, the Cats
really played themselves a football
game. Comparing their play to the
inaugural at Rhode Island, the improvement made by the Pondmcn
has been tremendous. The tackling
was crisp as a cracker and the
blocking sharp, thanks in one way

or
another
to
guys
such
as Richie Raia, "Lefty" Faulkner,
Don
Barrios, Dick
Coughlin,
Charlie Pappas, Bob Goldberg and
especially a courageous little kid
named Alan Goddard. The forward
wall wasn't half so porous as heretofore and was opening up holes
the backs had been vainly seeking
four games to find. The Cats, for
once, began to capitalize on breaks
with
guys
like
Larry
Ovian,
George
Brinkerhoff and Gerry
Condon ever eager opportunists.
Quarterback Dave Harkins was
mixing his plays excellently. There
was Raia for the guard and inside
tackle shots; Barrios up the center; and Nate Boone and Bill Mobilia to sweep outside left tackle.
Barrios was also getting off some
booming punts. Then looking over
statistics, it was interesting to note
that Bates has the best placekicker
in the country. Larry Ovian has
yet to miss in three tries. Then you
certainly had to admire the guts of
Chris Nast, listed in the program
at 156 pounds and frequently pitted
against Northeastern's mammoth
defensive left tackle, John Minnahan, a baby of 270 pounds. I don't
know about you, but I saw Chris
move Minnahan back aways on one
occasion particularly.
Well, this Saturday the State
Series begins and havoc should
again break loose. Maine and Colby are loaded and Bowdoin is no
slouch. Bates -bowed it's coming
fast, though something will still
have to be done about pass offense
and pass defense. The Cats will be
the Series darkborse, but that's
the spot from whence the upsets
materialize. The Orono tilt will
mark the 61st in a long series of
games between Maine and Bates.
Bates holds a slim edge, having
copped 28, dropped 27 and tied five
and the Pondmen have no desire
to relinquish this advantage. Maine,
on the other hand, is enjoying a
fine season, and will be cocky after
its startling success over Connecticut. Predicition, no thanks. I'm
just going to watch.

1950 edition of the

and no defeats, while the North-

The freshmen scored the first
erners and the J.Bites are at the top time they had their hands on the
of league No. 2 with a win apiece. ball, moving 74 yards downficld in
Two league No. 2 games which eight plays. Ed Mardigan capped
were postponed because of rain and
the drive by slicing between tackle
sloppy grounds during the first
week of play will be made up on and guard from ten yards out for
the two days before the playoff the score. Don Arnold converted.
next Wednesday, the 1st.
Arnold And Hamilton Sparkle

During the first week of play,
commencing
October
9th,
the
Bardwellers inaugurated the sea
son's activities with a 14-0 win
over Middle. The league No. 2
','amc between South and W"st
Parker was rained out, but play resumed the next night with East
I'arker downing the SampsonvilleOff Campus aggregation. 6-0. Friday's tilt, J.B. versus North, was
again a postponement.
J.B. Thrashes Parker
Monday, the 16th, Sampsonville - Off Campus hopped on the
win wagon by downing Middle. 180. J.B. and West Parker were the
first teams in league No. 2 to complete a game with the J.Bites
romping with a 30-0 score. Wednesday saw Bardwell making it two
for
two
as
it
set
back
East Parker, 8-0. The Yankees
squeaked by the Rebels in the seasonal Civil War by a 6-0 margin
last Friday.

The second Bobkitten score came
early in the second period on a 23
yard dash by Pete Sutton. Arnold's
attempted conversion was wide.
The frosh scored again the next
time it handled the ball. After a scries of running plays with Don
Hamilton carrying had moved the
ball from the Bates 32 to the Coburn 19, "Red" Arnold flipped a
jump pass to Mardigan who snared
it on the two. Hamilton plunged
over on the next play.
Late in the third period found
Don Hamilton racing around end
from the ten yard line to climax a
scheduled play for the two-leagued
four-team session, with, the two
make-up games and plu/ofl listed
for next week. There is still room
for several hundred spectators over
on Garceioii, so come on over and
cheer for your favorite squad.

to the 7. Here Dick Melville took
a hand, bucking over for the touchdown. The try for the extra point
failed.
Coburn's only .-core came in the
last moments of the game against
the freshmen reserves. Fittingly
enough, it was Nice, Coburn halfback, who went over for the score
alter doing everything but carry
water for his team during the game.
The conversion brought the final
score to 32-7.
Backfield Shows Improvement
The brightest aspect of the game,
as far as the freshmen were concerned, was the smooth way in
which the backfield functioned. The
switching of Don Hamilton from
end to halfback on offense paid
dividends as he led the backs in
ground gaining. The passing and
field generalship of "Red" Arnold
was another feature of the game.
The line, led by Phil Russell, outplayed its weaker opponent and had
complete control most of the game
The freshmen rhis weekend take
their first trip away from home in
several years when they meet their
toughest opponent of the season,
•he University of New Hampshire
freshmen, at Durham.

This is the last week of regularly

LEVASSEUR'S
STEAK HOUSE
Specializing in
STEAKS
and
FRIED CLAMS
920 LISBON STREET

Norris-Hayden Laundry
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Efficient Work and
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Agents
Ralph Perry and Lefty Faulkner
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Meeting the gang to discuss a quiz

YE OLDE HOBBY SHOPPE

The Colonial Lunch
(Just over on Main St.)
WELCOMES EVERYONE AT BATES COLLEGE

STATE SERIES

FOOTBALL
ON THE AIR!

just killing time between classes—
<he University of Miami Student
Club is one of the favorite places for
a rendezvous. At the Student Club,

Bates vs. Maine

as in university campus haunts

DIRECT FROM ORONO

Coca-Cola is always on hand for the

WLAM

pause that refreshes—Coke belongs.

1470 on Your Dial
SAT, OCT. 28 - 1:15 p.m.

Our Food Is Still The Best Advertisement We Have
Come In And Try Some

—a date with the campus queen—or

Play by Play with
Bill Dey
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trade-marks mean the same thing.
BOTTLED UNDER AUTHORITY OF THE COCA-COLA COMPANY BY

The COCA-COLA Bottling Plants, Inc., Lewiston
O "50, Tha Coca-Cola Company
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Bobcats Startle Huskies For 1st Win
By Al Hakes
Displaying a determined, hard-charging brand of football, the

Vermont Runners Trim
Bobcat Thinclads 15-48

'

By Bob Kolovson
Unlike the football team, the
Bates cross-country crew is still
seeking its initial success of the season. The Garnet harriers lost their
third meet to a very strong U. of
Vermont team 15-48 on the home
course Saturday morning.
Goldsmith Only Competition
The visiting thinclads from the
Green Mountain state, described by
their coach as the best team he's
had in 22 years, captured all of the
first five places in addition to taking the seventh, eighth, and ninth
positions. Only Bob Goldsm'ith.
promising Bohclt long-distance ace,
prevented the race from becoming
a complete rout by finishing in the
number six slot. Bob gave the leaders a real battle until the 2%-mile
mark, where the veteran Vermonters opened up a workable margin
on him which they never relinquished. Don Holstrom, "Duke"
Dukakis, and John Blake finished
tenth, eleventh, and twelfth respectively.
To indicate the true calibre of the
Vermont squad, the first two finishers, Hunter and Porter, set new
course records by coming in at
21:005 and 21:31 respectively. It
might also be interesting to note
that the team's best runner, Russ
Mahoney. was unable to compete
because of illness.
Despite their recent setbacks,
the team is confident of turning in
a
more creditable performance
against Colby at Waterville on
Friday
Frosh Win Meet
On Monday, the freshman crosscountry team registered a 23-32
victory over the visiting Waterville
High School harriers. Led by Joe
Green, who finished second a scant
yard
behind
Waterville's
Russ
(Continued on page eight)

Bates Bobcats rolled to a 14-13 victory over Northeastern on Garcelon field last Saturday. Fighting for the breaks, and capitalizing
on them when they came, the Garnet scored early in the first period
and was never caught as it chalked up its first win in five starts

HUSKIE BREAKS LOOSE — Bill Aumcn (15) breaks through
Bobcat secondary as Bill Gochis (201 comes up to form interference. Huskie center, McNamara. cuts down a Bates defender while
another cheeks Harkins (28).

Snappy Scoreboard Will
Feature Significant Signs
By Ray Zelch
When the Bates Bobcats made
their 1950 home debut against
Springfield several weeks ago, unveiled for the first time was an impressive new electric scoreboard.
Now football fans at Garcelon can
view the game with a knowledge of
the time elapsed in a period, a fact
which will prove a boon to the
players themselves.
Class Gifts Provided
Nucleus For Scoreboard
The scoreboard, provided by gifts
from the classes of 1949 and 1950
and contributions by the College
Club and loyal friends of Bates
College, was assembled by the International Business Machine Company. This concern is widely recognized throughout the country as
it supplies countless offices and fac-

The

HUNT
ROOM
Elm Hotel
Auburn
DINE AND DANCE
EXCELLENT FOOD
THE BEST OF MUSIC
Meals 75c - 95c Served Daily including Sunday

tories with
electrical machines.
This scoreboard is one of the best
being manufactured today.

this year.
Fumbles Set Up Score
Bates kicked off, and promptly
seized the offense as a Northeastern
fumble was recovered on the visitors' 23. After driving to a first down
at the ten, Bates was held on downs,
but another fumble gave the Bobcats possession on the two, and
Richie Raia raced around right end
for the touchdown. Larrv Ovian's
place-kick made it 7-0 with less
than six minutes of the first quarter
gone.
Fighting back, the Huskies drove
from their own 35 all the way to
the Bates 10 before the Cats were
able to stop them. As the second period be«an, the Bates line and backers-up smashed the Huskies backwards, and Barrios soon afterwards
punted out of danger. The Northeastern passing attack failed to
click, and Barrios twice put the
visitors on their own three with
coffin-corner kicks.
Northeastern
finally got another drive started,
but a pass interception by Raia gave
the Bobcats possession at the end
of the half.
Huskies Score On Pass
In the second half Bates dominated line play, and the Huskies
were forced to take to the air. After
nearly ten minutes of sec-sawing
near midfield, a pass gave Northeastern a first down on the Bates
20. and three plays later Connelly
tossed a lateral pass to Aumcn who
went across for the score. The vital
point was blocked as the Bates line
charged in, and the Bobcats clung

Scoreboard Operated From
Press Box
The Bates scoreboard, located
near the tennis courts, can be
easily seen from all sections of the
field, and is supported by two large
steel girders. The board is made of
paneled steel plates. All the units
ate weatherproof and are protected
by special steel casings. One of
the most interesting aspects of the
scoreboard is the fact that there ".re
wires underground. These wires
lead from the board up to the press designated number on the panel.
box where the actual operation and it immediately appears on the
takes place.
scoreboard.
Running Is Simple
More Additions Planned
At the present time, there are
The running of the board is relatively simple, and is not as in- indicators for the score and for the
tricate as many electric score- period. As soon as additional funds
boards are. One switch controls the can be raised, new flasher banks
electric clock. When time is in, the will be installed to show the down
official timer simply presses a but- and yards to gain. It is hoped that
ton; to halt the clock, all he has to the new scoreboard will have all
accessories
and
trimmings
do is press it again. The clock is the
set for fifteen minutes, and auto- ready for full operation next fall.
matically stops at the end of each Also, within the next couple of
period. Dials control the rest of the years, shrubbery will be planted
board. There is a dial for each around and in back of the board to
flasher bank on the board, with provide a picturesque background.
The electric scoreboard is not
numbers around the dial. It is only
(Continued on page eight)
necessary to turn the dial to the

to a slender 7-6 lead.
Neither team was able to move
far on the ground in the early minutes of the fourth period, and the
action centered near midfield. On a
Barrios punt the Bobcats seized on
another
break,
as
Brinkerhoff
pounced on a Northeastern fumble
at the 15. A roughing penalty gave
Bates the ball on the Huskie one
yard line. Raia then drove between
guard and tackle for the winning
touchdown. Again Ovian's placekick found the range, and Bates led
by a 14-6 score.
Shaken but still game, the Huskies struck through the air, working the ball to the Bates 24, where
Connelly passed to Kelly who raced
across, making it 14-12. This time
the extra point was good, but the
Huskies could score no more, and
Bates controlled the ball until the
final whistle gave the Cats a 14-13
victory.
Cats Up For Game
This was definitely one game that
Bates was up for. In better physical
shape than for any of its earlier
contests, the whole team was driving hard and forcing the breaks all
day. The line, sparked by Captain
'Lefty'' Faulkner, held the Huskies
to 33 yards rushing in the second
half, and opened good holes for the
Bobcat backs. In the. backfield.
Richie Raia was a standout both
offensively and
defensively.
Al
Goddard sparkled on defense. Don
Bariios, with his punting and rushing was a continuous threat, and
Dave Harkins played a cool, headsup ball game from the quarterback
spot.
The win showed at last what the
Bobcats can really do. With a taste
of victory. Bates will be back after
more in the State Series — Maine,
Bowdoin and Colby beware!
Statistics
1

First Downs
Yards Gained Rushing
Passes Attempted
Passes Completed
Passes Intercepted by
Yards Gained Passing
Punts
Punting Average
Yards Penalized
Fumbles Lost

Bates
8
102
5
0
1
0
6
31
30
2

N. E.
13
124
16

■

0
80
4
31
38
3

TIBBY'S
SPORTS CENTER

Telephone 4-5241

^arnstone-Osgood Qo.
Jewelers and Silversmiths

NEEDS FOR EVERY OAME
AND SPORT
274 Main St.

WATCH REPAIRING

Lewtaton

Phone 3-0431
Romeo E. Thibodesn

50 Lisbon Street

Lewiston, Maine

Edriclc J. Thibodeau

Drop Into
MEN'S COTTON FLANNEL

SHERATON'S
RESTAURANT
Anytime

v

$19.95 to $25.00

FRANK'S
205 Main St.

STORE FOR MEN
Dial 4-4621

Lew is ton

SPORT SHIRTS
Large Assortment of
Wanted

Bold

Plaids,

Solid

FOR THE BEST

colors — Sanforized shrunk

IN FOODS

$1.98 to $2.98

RIGHT ON
DOWNTOWN MAIN ST.

SEARS, ROEBUCK and CO., 212 Main St., Lewiston
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A. Kennedy Reports Draft Causes More Outing Club Acquaints Freshmen At
To Ft- Hood For Duty lobs For Women Chapel With Its Heads And Activities
The latest loss to the roster of
the school and addition to that of
Uncle Sam is sophomore Allan
Kennedy.
Kennedy left Wednesday for a
short stay at his home in Quincy,
Mass., before journeying to Fort
Hood, Texas., on Sunday. A member of the- inactive reserve, he
served 18 months in the army,
spending part of the time as a paratrooper with the 11th Airborne
Division in rhe American occupation of Japan.
The Quincy sophomore was
a member of the Robinson
Players, appearing as a guard in
"Antigone" and the Student-Faculty Committee of the CA. A major
in psychology, he expects to return to Bates after a 21 month
hitch in the expanded army.

Stu-C Agenda
(Meeting tonight in the Conference
Room of Roger Williams Hall at
6:30.)
1. Discussion of Secret Seven
and punishment for
delinquent
freshmen.
2. Discussion of freshman elections.

Stu-G Agenda
1.
2.
3.

Liaison Report.
Open-House Policy.
Stu-G Rules Test.

4.

Installation.

Scoreboard
(Continued from page seven)
only beneficial to the spectators, but
to the players and coaches as well.
This was shown last Saturday as
time became an important factor
during the closing minutes of the
Northeastern tilt. A quick glance
at the scoreboard by the players
enabled them to plan their attack
with the knowledge of how much
time remained to be played.
As far as Bates partisans are
concerned, all that now remains is
to see high numbers registered on
the Bates side of the board during
the two home State Series games,
and the scoreboard will certainly
have been given a fitting inaugural.

Prof. Seward Welcomes
Spanish Club Members

"The employment situation for
Presenting a program primarily
college women has improved since designed to acquaint the freshmen
the beginning of the draft," Prowith its activities, the Outing Club
fessor Bartlett has announced.
had charge of the Monday chapel
Because the draft has made job
prospects for men somewhat un period.

Spanish club met for the first
time last Tuesday at Professor
Seward's home. President Marguerite Boeck led the business
meeting, welcoming the large number of new members, and announcing tentative plans for the year's
activities. These include Sunday afternoon gatherings and canasta partics.
Karl Koss and Robert Cagcnello
entertained the group with a number of Spanish piano selections, and
Professor Seward played Spanish
records.

certain,
"college
women
have
greater employment stability at
present," said the placement director. There arc two reasons for this.
Men in the draft age are likely to
be called soon after they are placed
in new jobs, and there is a decreasing number of new graduate
GI's, who probably will not be
drafted for some time.

Cross-Country

The first debates of the year will
take place on Friday and Saturday in connection with the high
school debate clinics arranged by
the Hates Interscholastic Debating
League. Russell Young and Arthur Knoll will debate the negative
side of the proposition, "That the
people of the United States should
reject the welfare state." The opposing team will be from Middlebury college, and the debate will
take place at Groveton high school
on Friday evening, although the
clinic will be held in both the afternoon and evening. The principal
of Groveton high1 school is Roy
Cascadden, '30.
Warren
Carroll
and
David
Moore will uphold the affirmative
of the same proposition against
the University of New Hampshire
on Saturday afternoon.
Both debates are non-decision debates, but will be used as demonstrations for prospective high
school debaters. Professor Brctoks
Quimby, head of the speech department and director of debating, will
accompany both teams and speak
at both clinics.

(Continued from page seven)
Brown, and Clyde Eastman, who
came from far back to cop third,
the Bobkittens depended on overall strength rather than individual
brilliance to take their second of
three meets.
Other point gatherers for Bates
were Roger Schmutz, who last
week set a new Bates course record, Tom Halliday and Walter
Rculing, who came in fifth, sixth
and eighth respectively.

Letter To The Editor
(Continued from page four)
superior to those of recent
years. Conscious of the problem
which exists on the
campus, it has already instituted changes, some similar to
those suggested by Whitaker,
and others equally as good.
Final evaluation and judgment
of the committee's effectiveness
cannot be made, we feel, until
it has had more time to carry
out its plans.—Ed.

DRAPER'S

First Debates Of Year
Are This Weekend

Courtesy

Quality

Richard Westphal, president, introduced the other officers who
told of some of the work being
carried out by the organization.
Robert

Wilson,

vice-president,

stated that the club at present has
equipment worth over $5,000 ready
for the student's use. He also denied the following misconceptions
about the club; that the club
is a closed corporation, that any-

one can join the council, that the
club doesn't know what it is doing.
Doris
Hardy,
in charge
of
equipment, introduced the various
department heads. She also pointed
out the social advantages of the
club. "If stags attend the Outing
Club." she declared, "they can
usually pick up someone to take
to the dance."
Clambakes, skiing, roller skates,
mountain climbs, canoe trips and
the winter carnival were mined as
some of the Outing Club sponsored
events.
Westphal also announced that
the club equipment can be obtained
Monday to Friday at 4-5 in the
East Parker basement.

WARDS
DIAL

4-7371

the wool shirt
is washable!

Service

BAKERY

You've Tried the Rest,
Now Try the Best I

PASTRY OF ALL KINDS

SAM'S
Original Italian Sandwich

Opp Post Office - Tel 2-6645

268 Main St.

54 Ash Street

Tel. 2-9145

Opp. St. Joseph's Church

For That . . .
EVENING SNACK

Ray's I.G.A. Store
Three minutes from Campus

PALA \00I\
STECKIN O

HOTEL

95 ELM ST.

Specializing in

7:00 A. M. to 5:30 P. M.

ITALIAN - AMERICAN FOOD

Phone 2-5612

104 Middle Street

two part harmony

Telephone 4-4151

acony separates
PLAZA GRILL
AT

THE

SIGN

OF

BATES HOTEL
WHERE EVERYONE

THE LOBSTER

GOES DANCING

for

TWO FLOOR SHOWS
NIGHTLY

FINE FOOD

177 Main St.

Lewiston

WHERE FOOD
IS CONCERNED IT'S

GOSSELIN'S
GROCERY STORE

8:45 and 11:00
Tel. 4-6459

Just A Stone's Throw

162 MIDDLE STREET

Off Campus

They go together because Sacony coordinates them in color, in
texture, in design, in toto! Come and see how beautifully this
pure wool washable shirt blends with the tinsel-striped masterblended skirt. Both-even better-looking than the glowing pictures
you'll see in MADEMOISELLE. Sacony wonder-priced: the shirt,
8.O0; the skirt, 12.88
W^PT
'it's a wonderful buy !"''--^^Hi jSacom.

